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Abstract 

This thesis outlines gas-phase studies of ionized amino acids in which their structures and 

interactions within ion cluster complexes are probed using mass spectrometry, differential ion 

mobility, and laser spectroscopy. Chapter 1 discusses the motivation and background of this thesis, 

while chapter 2 introduces the methods applied in the research project. In chapter 3, ultraviolet 

photodissociation (UVPD) spectroscopy of molecular ions following separation within a 

differential mobility spectrometry mass spectrometer (DMS-MS) is used to investigate the various 

gas-phase conformations of two protonated aromatic amino acids, tryptophan (Trp) and tyrosine 

(Tyr). Isomeric forms of target ions are isolated using DMS-MS, and UVPD is performed to map 

out their respective UVPD spectra. Vibronic spectra of the protonated amino acid conformers are 

simulated at the density functional theory (DFT) level to assist the identification of prototropic 

isomers (protomers) of ions observed in the experiments. Assigning the experimental spectra to 

the calculated vibronic spectra, we conclude that the most likely protonation site of Trp and Tyr is 

on the nitrogen of the amine in the gas phase. 

In chapter 4, DMS-MS is employed to study the structural stability of protonated arginine 

(Arg)n clusters (n=1−4) resulting from salt-bridge interactions. The ion-solvent interactions 

between ions and various gaseous molecules monitored in the DMS cell are analyzed to define 

cluster stability under different gaseous environments. Further understanding is gained by 

simulating the electrostatic potential maps of protonated Arg monomer and clusters − this provides 

insight into the charge distribution around a molecule induced by relevant molecular interactions. 

Both experimental and computational findings suggest that the protonated Arg monomer is 

stabilized with the single protonation site on the nitrogen of the guanidino group, and that salt-

bridges exist in the gas phase structures of protonated (Arg)n (n=2−4). 
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of each site and gas-phase basicity determine the position of a proton attachment in the gas 

phase.11,12,20,22−24 Nitrogen atoms, which reside on an amine or a basic side chain, are typically the 

most likely protonation site in amino acids and small peptides in the gas phase because they have 

relatively high proton affinities.19,21 However, the proton is not always located on the site with the 

highest proton affinity but is capable of moving between protonation sites, as a proton tends to 

reside at the cleavage site in the course of dissociation of most peptides.13,25,26 Additionally, 

oxygen-protonated amino acids can be induced when the peptide size increases.27,28 Lorenz and 

Rizzo reported that different protonated sites and intermolecular proton transfers were observed 

for structures of phenylalanine/serine dimers in the gas phase − this was then confirmed by Fu and 

Hopkins with machine learning studies.28,29 Their research indicated that there is more than one 

possible protonation site in these amino acid structures. Therefore, it is important to investigate 

structural changes of amino acids with different protonation sites, which give rise to distinct 

properties.  

Photodissociation action spectroscopy has been demonstrated as a valuable tool to help 

explore the electronic and geometric structures and distinguish protomers of analytes in the gas 

phase, especially for molecules containing conjugated π-systems that have strong light absorptivity 

in the ultraviolet (UV) region.30−35 For the purpose of this thesis, emphasis is placed on the two 

aromatic amino acids, tryptophan (Trp) and tyrosine (Tyr). Photodissociation action spectroscopy 

of aromatic amino acids in the gas phase has been performed by many groups.30−33 Talbot and 

co-workers showed that protonated Trp had the appropriate complexity for being a benchmark to 

examine computational findings, providing a better understanding of electronic excited states and 

fragmentation mechanisms.32 Pereverzev et al. compared the UV spectra between aromatic amino 

acids and protonated His in both the gas and aqueous phases, suggesting that the proton was not 
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 The salt-bridge interaction is a type of protein interaction, which has been broadly explored 

based on the specific functions that result from ion pairs, such as binding sites of enzymes, 

molecular recognition, and fundamental motifs of protein secondary and tertiary structures.56−61 

Studying the structural and functional roles played by salt-bridges provides knowledge into the 

relevant protein stability contributed from salt-bridge interactions.26,56−62 Previous work of salt-

bridge interactions involving relevant amino acids has mainly focused on their protonated 

monomers, dimers, and peptides. These studies indicated that the salt-bridge interactions stabilize 

amino acid complexes of dimers and peptide chains more than monomers.48−55,63 It is expected that 

the number of salt-bridge interactions increases when additional salt-bridge-forming functional 

groups are present, which possibly influences their strengths. Protonated amino acid clusters that 

can form numerous salt-bridges have not been thoroughly investigated. Detailed investigation of 

these systems would aid in understanding the relationship between the structural stability and 

strength of salt-bridge interactions. Arg, which potentially owns the highest number of protonation 

sites compared to Lys, Asp, and Glu (see Figure 1.2), is used in this project to examine the presence 

and stability of different Arg protomers in the gas phase. Salt bridge interactions of protonated Arg 

clusters (i.e., dimer, trimer, and tetramer) are explored and compared within the cluster sizes using 

DMS, which is helpful to explore the stability and charge shielding effect of ions through studying 

their ion-solvent interactions with various gas molecules.36−43 

This thesis employs both experimental and computational methods to explore the 

geometries of molecules of interest, details of which are introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

summarizes studies of the geometric and electronic structures of protonated Trp and Tyr, which 

are experimentally investigated with UVPD spectroscopy in the gas phase using DMS mass 

spectrometry (DMS-MS) coupled to a tunable probe laser system.39 Computational work is 
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conducted in parallel with the experimental studies to provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of the electronic transitions and fragmentation pathways associated with each of the 

analyte species. In Chapter 4, DMS-MS is employed to determine the link between structural 

stability and salt-bridge interactions of protonated (Arg)n (n=1−4) by studying the ion-clustering 

behaviours in various gas-phase environments and the computational electrostatic potential maps. 

Overall, both projects are completed with a decent agreement between experimental and quantum 

chemical calculations conducted at the DFT level of theory.64,65 

This thesis provides an investigation into the geometric and electronic structures of 

protonated amino acids and amino acid-containing clusters. The work presented demonstrates the 

utility of DMS-MS in the exploration and isolation of different target ion conformers formed in 

the gas phase. Altering the DMS cell conditions (i.e., gas-phase environments and de-clustering 

potential voltages) provides a greater ability to comprehend the conformational stability and 

interactions of target ions with solvent molecules. Notably, coupling DMS-MS to a laser system 

allows for investigating the photodissociation and electronic spectroscopy of DMS-filtered ions. 

The combination of DMS-MS and action spectroscopy analysis along with computational work is 

beneficial to delivering a comprehensive physicochemical analysis of ions of interest. With the 

work mentioned here, we hope to provide better insight into the physicochemical properties of 

aromatic amino acids and the nature of salt-bridge interactions formed between relevant amino 

acids.  
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𝐾 (𝐸𝑁) = 𝐾0 [1 + 𝛼 (𝐸𝑁)] . (2.2) 
K0 refers to the mobility constant under low field, E/N refers to the electric field strength in 

Townsend, α(E/N) − also known as the alpha parameter − refers to the normalized function 

describing the ion’s field-mobility dependence, and N refers to the density of the transport gas.43 

The ion mobility K varies as a function of the electric field strength (E/N) when the electric field 

is high, as illustrated in Equation (2.2). The dependence of the ion mobility on the electric field 

strength is exploited in DMS. An asymmetric radiofrequency waveform, called the separation 

voltage (SV), is applied across the electrodes of the DMS cell. The waveform is comprised of both 

high and low electric field components that influence ion motion in the cell. The different ion 

mobilities under high and low field affect ion drift velocity under the relevant field conditions 

[Equation (2.1)]. This results in ions moving unequally under high and low electric fields in the 

DMS cell. The unequal displacements of the ion, as shown in Figure 2.1a, result in an off-axis 

trajectory in the DMS cell, leading to the neutralization of ions as they collide with one of the 

electrodes.38,43 According to the various interactions between ions and carrier gas molecules in the 

DMS cell, contrasting paths can be observed for different ions, as shown in Figure 2.1a. To 

counteract the off-axis trajectory due to the SV, a direct current (DC) voltage known as the 

compensation voltage (CV), is applied across the two electrodes.38,43 An appropriate CV can steer 

ions back towards the exit orifice of the DMS cell for subsequent detection.38,43 An ionogram 

illustrates the detected ion intensity as the CV is scanned at a fixed SV value, where the optimal 

CV is determined as the point of maximum transmission of selected ions. An example of an 

ionogram is shown in Figure 2.1b, in which positively charged ions A and B have characteristic 

optimal CV values at a given SV value according to their unique clustering behaviours. Therefore, 

they can be selected and isolated in the DMS cell with their experimentally determined SV/CV 
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negative CV values are required to correct the trajectory of strongly clustering ions. Non-clustering 

behaviour, or Type C behaviour, is associated with CV increasing as SV increases.36,43 In Type C 

behaviour, the change in the ion’s apparent size is relatively insignificant since no obvious 

dynamic clustering is observed between ions and solvents. Instead, the differential mobility of ions 

showing Type C behaviour is dictated by collision frequency of target ions and gas molecules. 

Collisions between ions and the carrier gas occur more frequently during the high-field component 

of the SV waveform, resulting in a reduced ion mobility compared to that under low field 

condition.43 Consequently, contrasting trends are observed for strong-clustering (Type A) and non-

clustering (Type C). The dispersion plot for Type B behaviour is observed for weakly clustering 

ions; it is an intermediate between Types A and C, as a small amount of ion-solvent clusters are 

formed under low SVs and eliminated at moderate field strengths.36,43 Therefore, the ion 

experiences strong-clustering (indicated by a negative slope in the dispersion plot) until a critical 

SV point is reached, in which the ion is de-solvated leading to a non-clustering behaviour (positive 

slope). Distinct shapes of dispersion curves reveal different types of interactions between ions and 

gas molecules in the DMS cell.  

Multiple interactions, such as ion-dipole, ion-induced dipole, hydrogen bonding, and van 

der Waals forces can exist between a target ion and the carrier gas which can be modified by 

seeding it with a low concentration of volatile solvent vapour. The addition of gas-phase modifiers 

induces dynamic ion-solvent clustering and de-clustering under alternating electric field, that is 

manifested as a change in ion mobility, as shown in Figure 2.3.36,40 At low-fields, solvation of ions 

is observed as ion-solvent clusters are formed, whereas ion clusters are de-solvated under 

high-field conditions due to an increase in input energy and collisions with neutral gas 

molecules.36,40 The dynamic clustering process indicates that a slight change in binding capability 
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2.2 UV Photodissociation 

Photodissociation is the process in which a bound molecule fragments following 

absorption of one or more photons.65 The photon energy is absorbed leading to bond breaking in 

the molecule, after which any excess photon energy is converted into the internal and translational 

energy of the products.65 The photodissociation process for a diatomic molecule, AB, can be 

written as:65 

𝐴𝐵 + 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛ℎ𝜈 (1)→ (𝐴𝐵)∗ (2)→ 𝐴 + 𝐵 + 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 + 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡 . (2.3) 
In Expression (2.3), Nphotonhν is the total energy of N absorbed photons, (AB)* is an excited 

intermediate state of the molecule, A and B are fragmentation products of AB, and Etrans and Eint 

are translational and internal energies of the products, respectively. Hence, the photodissociation 

process involves two steps. In step 1, the excited complex is formed in a dissociative electronic 

state or a bound state which then couples to a dissociative state. Following dissociation, atoms A 

and B are produced with Etrans and Eint distributions consistent with the excess photon energy above 

the dissociation threshold, D0:65  𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛ℎ− 𝐷0 = 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 + 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡. (2.4) 
There are four photodissociation processes that can occur for diatomic molecules when a single 

photon is absorbed: direct photodissociation, predissociation, unimolecular decay, and 

spontaneous radiative dissociation. These are illustrated in Figure 2.4.  
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2.3 Franck-Condon factors 

 Franck-Condon (FC) factors describe the intensity of vibronic band absorptions, which 

includes simultaneous changes in electronic and vibrational energy.64,69 Since nuclei are much 

heavier than electrons, the timescale of an electronic transition (i.e., femtoseconds) is much shorter 

than that of vibrational motion (i.e., picoseconds).64,69 During the electronic transition, the nuclei 

can be considered fixed due to the relatively large timescale difference between electronic and 

vibrational transitions. This is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.64,69 Charge 

redistribution in a molecule induced by the electronic transitions leads to changing Coulombic 

forces acting on the nuclei. The geometry of the nuclei is distorted changing the energies of the 

vibrational states.64 Consequently, it is necessary to consider both the electronic and vibrational 

states in the course of vibronic transitions. 𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑖 𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖𝐼  → 𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑓 𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓𝐹 (2.5) 
In Expression (2.5), Ψelect  represents the electronic wavefunction, while ψvib  denotes the 

vibrational wavefunction; i and f signify the initial and final electronic states, respectively; I and 

F represent the respective vibrational quantum numbers.69 The electronic and vibrational 

wavefunctions are separable based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.69 The electronic 

transition dipole moment between an initial and a final electronic state determines the transition 

intensity and is defined in Expression (2.6):69 ⟨𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑓 𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓𝐹 |𝜇| 𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑖 𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖𝐼⟩. (2.6) 
In Expression (2.6), bra-ket notation describes an integral over all electronic and vibrational 

coordinates of the system, and μ refers to the dipole moment operator.69 Employing the 

Born-Oppenheimer approximation and assuming the initial vibrational state lies close to the 

bottom of the well, the dipole moment operator can be approximated through a Taylor series as: 
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 𝜇 = 𝜇0  +  ∑ ( 𝜕𝜇𝜕𝑄𝑗)𝑗 (𝑄𝑗 − 𝑄𝑗0) + ⋯ , (2.7)  
where μ0 is the equilibrium transition moment and Q refers to the coordinates of nuclei.64,69 

Inserting Equation (2.7) into (2.6) gives:  

⟨𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑓 𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓𝐹|𝜇0  +  ∑ (𝜕𝜇𝑧𝜕𝑄𝑗)𝑗 (𝑄𝑗 − 𝑄𝑗0)|𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑖 𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖𝐼⟩ , (2.8) 
which for fixed nuclei (i.e., Qj=Qj0) gives: ⟨𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓𝐹|𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖𝐼⟩⟨𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑓|𝜇0|𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑖⟩. (2.9) 
Transition intensities, are then determined by the square of the transition dipole, Expression (2.9): 

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∝ |⟨𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑓|𝜇0|𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑖⟩|2|⟨𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓𝐹|𝜓𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖𝐼⟩|2. (2.10) 
Expression (2.10) allows for the determination of transition intensities. The constant electronic 

transition Ψelect,i → Ψelect,f , will only differ by the vibrational wavefunction overlap, 

|⟨ψvib,fF|ψvib,iI⟩|2 , defined as the Franck-Condon factor. Therefore, the overall intensity of 

transition between electronic states, termed the oscillator strength, is shown in Equation (2.11): 

𝑓𝑖→𝑓 = 2𝑚𝑒ħ𝑒2 �̅� |⟨𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑓|𝜇0|𝛹𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡,𝑖⟩|2 , (2.11) 
where me, e and ν̅ are the electron mass, electron charge and the average frequency of electronic 

transition, respectively.64 Hence, the oscillator strength yields the intensity for the overall 

electronic transition between the two electronic states (i.e., i to f). The FC factor describes the 

intensity exhibited by transitions among individual vibrational levels (i.e., iI to fF). An illustrative 

energy diagram of the ground state, S0, and the first singlet excited state, S1, is shown in Figure 

2.6, where the occurrence of the most intense transition in the (v′, v″=0) progression is the (2,0) 
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relatively poor, further optimizations of local minimum structures obtained from BH are computed 

at higher levels of theory. 
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2.5 Density functional theory 

Density functional theory (DFT) has been used broadly for studying geometric, electronic, 

and spectroscopic properties of chemical systems owing to its relatively good trade-off between 

computational cost and calculation accuracy.81−84 DFT applies electron density as the basic 

quantity since ground-state properties of a many-electron system can be well-determined by the 

total electron density.86 Additionally, the use of electron density significantly reduces the scale 

factors of DFT simulations by only considering three spatially variables for each electron in 

many-electron wavefunctions compared to many-dimensional wavefunctions.84 However, the 

exchange-correlation functionals in terms of density still remain unknown, and thus functionals 

for electron exchange and correlation need to be approximated for DFT.82,84,85 The choice of the 

approximated exchange-correlation functionals can affect the accuracy of the DFT method. For 

example, Grimme reported that current functionals of DFT could not accurately perform weak 

interaction calculations, due to the incorrect exchange-correlation potential;87 Zhang and Yang 

found that self-interaction error of approximate density functionals could lead to erroneous 

dissociation.88 Thus, the deficiencies introduced by the approximated exchange-correlation 

functionals can limit the efficiency of the DFT method for some predicted properties.82,85,89  

The DFT method applied with the hybrid Becke 3-parameter Lee Yang Parr (B3LYP) 

functional performs well for determining various chemical systems and properties, especially 

amino acid-containing systems like those studied in this work.28,29 The hybrid functional improves 

the electron exchange correlation by combining a generalized gradient approximation in which 

both the electron density and gradient are dependent on exact Hartree Fock (HF) exchange.27 The 

accuracy of the hybrid B3LYP falters when applied to time-dependent studies. This is seen in the 

case of time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), an extension of the DFT method that 
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defines the properties of the excited states.8,28,29 Instead, the Coulomb attenuating method B3LYP 

functional, CAM-B3LYP, is combined with the application of the TD-DFT method for simulations 

of excited states in this project.29 CAM-B3LYP not only achieves the accuracy of the B3LYP 

functional but corrects the charge transfer excitations that B3LYP underestimates significantly. 
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Chapter 3: UVPD and electronic spectroscopy of DMS-selected 

tryptophan and tyrosine ions 

3.0 Overview 

The geometric structures of two gas-phase aromatic amino acid ions (Trp and Tyr) were 

studied both experimentally and computationally in this chapter. DMS was used to examine their 

conformations (i.e., protomers) and to study the clustering behaviour of protonated Trp and Tyr 

under different gas-phase environments. The electronic spectroscopy of DMS-selected ions was 

studied via UVPD to investigate their unique electronic structures, electronic transitions, and 

fragmentation pathways. Calculated vibronic spectra using the VG approximation at the DFT level 

showed good agreement with the experimental UVPD spectra for both protonated Trp and Tyr. 

The identical experimental UVPD spectra observed for two ion populations of protonated Trp 

indicated that the same structures were presented when looking at the [Trp + H]+ protomers 

resulting from the DMS-resolved monomer and dimer cluster. This concluded that both the 

monomer and dimer Trp protomers exhibited the same protonation site. The distinct UVPD spectra 

of protonated Tyr generated with different fragmentation channels indicated that various 

fragmentation pathways were involved during the dissociation of protonated Tyr. Bond 

dissociation energies related to fragmentation processes of protonated Tyr were studied to provide 

knowledge into the dissociative mechanisms of relevant fragmentation pathways.  

3.1 Introduction 

Trp and Tyr are aromatic amino acids containing side chains composed of an indole ring 

and a hydroxyphenyl ring, respectively. Their structures are shown in Figure 3.1. These amino 

acids are related to multiple biological functions and genetic coding processes. 1,10 For example, 
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Table 3.1 ESI solvents and gas modifiers that were used in the DMS experiments of [Trp + H]+. 

ESI solvents 

50:50 MeOH:H2O with 0.5% formic acid (MeOH/H2O) 

50:50 ACN:H2O with 0.5% formic acid (ACN/H2O) 

Gas environments 

N2 

N2 +1.5% (mole ratio) 2-propanol (IPA) vapour 

 

In the DMS-MS experiments, the target ion was selected by its m/z in Q1, and the mass 

spectrum was recorded via mass axial ejection from Q3. The SV was scanned from 0 to 3000 V in 

500 V increments, and from 3000 − 4000 V in 200 V increments. At each SV step, the CV was 

scanned from −60 to 25 V in 0.1 V increments. Mass-selected ion intensity was recorded as a 

function of SV and CV, yielding dispersion plots. The effect of the de-clustering potential (DP) 

was studied. The DP is a potential difference applied across the gap between the exit of the DMS 

cell and the Q-jet region and is used to de-cluster ions that have chances forming ion-solvent 

clusters as they enter the MS. In UVPD experiments, DMS-selected ions were mass-selected in 

Q1 before being trapped in Q3 for 3−5 ms. The wavelengths were scanned from 208 nm to 350 

nm by 1 nm or 2 nm increments, which was chosen upon demands, and the intensities of the 

fragments and the parent ion in Q3 were recorded at each wavelength. The experimental UVPD 

spectra were generated by monitoring the fragmentation efficiency as a function of wavelength, as 

described in Equation (3.1): 

𝐼 = 𝑙𝑛 ( 𝐼𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑛𝐼𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑛+∑ 𝐼𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑂𝑛) . (3.1) 
The intensity was then normalized with respect to the OPO output power, which was measured 

separately at each wavelength used in the experimental UVPD spectra. The process described by 
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Equation (3.1) does not account for parent ion fragmentation by collision induced dissociation 

(CID) in Q3. This background process simply results in the appearances of fragment ion signals 

in Q3 before irradiation. During the UVPD process, fragments generated by CID were dissociated 

by UV irradiation and simultaneously reproduced from parent ion dissociation in the trap. Hence, 

both the spectra of the parent ion and daughter ions formed by CID were taken by gating on the 

respective masses in Q1 and were compared to ensure that we were observing the pure vibronic 

spectra of the parent ion. All experiments were repeated at least twice for reproducibility. 

  A challenging aspect of this experiment was the inability to discern fragmentation as a 

result of parent ion dissociation or subsequent dissociation of daughter ions, which can introduce 

unexpected spectral features to the parent ion’s UVPD spectrum when not accounted for in the 

data processing. As introduced in Chapter 2, the duration of vibronic transitions depends on the 

time of electron transfer and vibrational motion, which occur on timescales of femtoseconds and 

picoseconds, respectively. The timescale of vibronic transitions is much shorter than that of the 

pulse width (several nanoseconds), introducing the possibility of multiple photon excitation. This 

provides chances for resulting fragment ions to absorb photons leading to secondary fragmentation. 

Alternatively, the parent ion could fragment into a vibrationally-hot fragment ion, which can 

further dissociate with sufficient energy into other fragment ions. With our existing technology, it 

is difficult to determine whether fragmentations were rearranged from the parent ion directly or 

from the daughter ion via different dissociation pathways during the UVPD process. 

3.2.2 Computational methods 

Molecular models of the targeted molecular ions were generated manually using the 

Gaussview software.93 The structures of the target ions were optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 

level of theory using the DFT method, and atomic partial charges were calculated with the charges 
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from electrostatic potentials using a grid-based method (CHelpG) at the same level of theory with 

Gaussian 16.93 The optimized geometries and calculated partial charges were used to generate 

input files for a BH routine, as discussed in Chapter 2. A BH routine included 10,000 steps, which 

results in 10,000 structures being sampled for each molecule. Since the target ions could cluster 

with solvent molecules or form dimers in the DMS experiments, both monomer and cluster/dimer 

calculations were conducted. For the monomer, each internal dihedral angle was rotated by a 

random value between −5˚ ≤ α ≤ 5˚. For cluster calculations, additional parameters were modified, 

in which each moiety was rotated around its center of mass by a random quantity β chosen from 

−4˚≤ β ≤4˚ and translated by a random step size η from ‒0.5 Å ≤ η ≤ 0.5 Å. The unique geometries 

obtained from BH calculations were optimized at the PM6 level of theory first, and then re-

optimized with the DFT method at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.44,94 

Structures of protomers of an ion in the water solution were estimated by optimizing clusters 

consisting of the protomer and water molecules manually located at the hydrogen bonding sites 

using a H2O polarizable continuum model (PCM) at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of 

theory. Thermodynamic corrections were performed to determine the Gibbs energy at the same 

level of theory based on the optimized structures in the final step. The global minimum structures 

of each protomer of desired ions were used to calculate the vibronic spectra using the VG|FC 

approximation in the ORCA suite.95 First, the Hessian file of the ground state, which is essential 

for computing the VG|FC factors, was calculated at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of 

theory. At the same level, electronic transitions between the ground state and each singlet excited 

state (i.e., S1, S2, S3…) were computed based on the ground state geometry of the global minimum 

with TD-DFT calculations, in which the VG|FC approximation was combined to determine the 

vibrational wavefunction overlap between the ground state and relevant excited state. The 
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computed spectra were generated with the sum of the intensities of all the calculated electronic 

transitions (i.e., S1←S0, S2←S0, S3←S0…) as a function of wavelength. Triplet excited states were 

not included when simulating vibronic spectra as electronic transitions are more likely to occur 

between singlet states; additional electronic changes involved in singlet-to-triplet transitions can 

lead a longer lifetime compared to that of single-to-single transitions.96  

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Protonated tryptophan 

3.3.1.1 Experimental results for [Trp + H]+ 

 The clustering behaviours of [Trp + H]+ were studied with various ESI solvents and 

different gas environments, as tabulated in Table 3.1. Note that the DP applied for all DMS 

experiments of [Trp + H]+ was 100 V. When [Trp + H]+ was sprayed with ACN/H2O solvent, the 

dispersion plots (see Figure 3.4) indicated that only one conformation was resolved under the pure 

N2 and IPA environments. Different clustering behaviours, as illustrated by the shape of the 

dispersion plots, were observed under different gas-phase environments. [Trp + H]+ showed non-

clustering (Type C) behaviour with pure N2 gas and strong clustering (Type A) behaviour when 

IPA vapour was added. Conversely, two dispersion curves were observed when MeOH/H2O was 

used as the ESI solvent in pure N2 (see Figure 3.5a and 3.5c). The dispersion plots of [Trp + H]+ 

electrosprayed from MeOH/H2O solution in both pure N2 and IPA were recorded and are compared 

in Figure 3.6. 
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clusters enter the vacuum cavity of the MS from the atmospheric conditions of the DMS cell, ion 

de-solvation typically occurs. While this is beneficial for quantitative analysis by MS, it introduces 

ambiguity with respect to distinguishing bare ions from ionic clusters that fragment to produce the 

bare ion or another species of the same nominal m/z. The mass spectra for the two DMS-separated 

species at CV=2.5 V and 11.4 V (SV=3600 V) were recorded as DP was scanned from 0 to 300 V 

in 5 V increments to determine the identity of the second dispersion curve (red) – this is shown in 

Figure 3.7. The precursor ion scan in Q1 for the DMS-gated ion population at CV=2.5 V 

demonstrates ion masses up to m/z=205, indicating that larger clusters were not fragmenting to 

yield [Trp + H]+. However, for the ion population selected at CV=11.4 V, the signal of m/z=409 

appeared, implying the presence of a protonated Trp dimer, [(Trp)2 + H]+, formed in the ESI 

process. At higher DP, the intensity of the m/z=409 signal decreased, while that of m/z=205 

increased, indicating that [(Trp)2 + H]+ was fragmenting to produce [Trp + H]+. These results 

indicate that both the protonated Trp monomer and dimer are formed when electrosprayed from 

MeOH/H2O and that these species adopt significantly different DMS behaviour in a pure N2 

environment. 
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The experimental UVPD action spectrum of [Trp + H]+ was compared against the 

photofragmentation spectrum reported by Pereverzev et al., which also considered all major 

charged fragments, as shown in Figure 3.12.30 The experimental [Trp + H]+ spectra of this 

experiment and Pereverzev et al. showed similar spectral shapes between 220 to 290 nm. A 

maximum intensity was observed at ~275 nm for the spectra obtained in the scope of this thesis. 

Pereverzev et al., however, recorded the most intense spectral band within the range from 208 nm 

to 215 nm. The current experimental setup described in this thesis limits UVPD investigation to 

the 208 − 400 nm range; thus, UVPD findings below 208 nm could not be compared. While an 

intense transition from 208 nm to 215 nm was observed in the experimental findings of 

Pereverzev et al., it cannot be conclusively stated that this difference is significant, as other factors 

(i.e., instability of initial light signals) may contribute to this discrepancy. Despite those 

ambiguities, the lack of features from 208 nm to 215 nm of our experimental spectrum might result 

from the omitted 188 fragmentation channel when generating the parent spectrum, as indicated in 

Figure 3.12. An important note is that the observed transition from 208 to 215 nm in the reported 

spectrum by Pereverzev et al. and in our experimental spectrum monitored in the m/z=188 

fragmentation channel matched with the calculated vibronic spectra reported in this thesis − this 

will be discussed further in the next section. It is concluded that the similar electronic transitions 

observed between 220 and 290 nm in both the experimental and literature spectra indicate that the 

same protomer of [Trp + H]+ may be detected in both experiments.  
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higher energy is currently under investigation. Despite these ambiguities, it is concluded that the 

intensity observed in the 300−340 nm region is not due to the photofragmentation of the parent 

ion; rather, it seems to be associated with the formation of [Trp − NH3 + H]+ (via CID in Q3) and 

its subsequent photodissociation, as indicated in Figure 3.11. In addition, the calculated spectra of 

isomer 1 and 2 are both reasonable after applying Duschinsky rotation. The intense transitions 

were observed at ~260 nm (4.6 eV) and ~280 nm (4.4 eV) in the experimental spectrum of 

[Trp + H]+, which corresponded to the calculated S2←S0 and S4←S0 electronic transitions, 

respectively. The highest occupied transition orbital (HOTO) and lowest unoccupied transition 

orbital (LUTO) of the electronic transition from the ground state (S0) and the second singlet excited 

state (S2) shown in Figure 3.15d demonstrated that the S2←S0 excitation was mainly localized on 

the phenyl ring of the [Trp + H]+ involving a π*←π transition; the HOTO and LUTO involved in 

S4←S0 transition (Figure 3.15e) illustrated that σ*←π characters were observed for the electronic 

transition observed at 4.8 eV. Moreover, the intense band shown in our experimental spectrum 

generated with the m/z=188 fragmentation channel and in the spectrum reported by Pereverzev et 

al. at 208 nm, as shown in Figure 3.12, is likely associated with the S10←S0 electronic transition.30  

Computational studies were also conducted for [(Trp)2 + H]+ to support the experimental 

findings. The structures of [(Trp)2 + H]+ associated with different protomers of [Trp + H]+ were 

obtained from BH and then optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. The 

lower energy structures of the protonated Trp dimer and their relative Gibbs energies are shown in 

Figure 3.16. In all cases, protonation was found to occur on the amine nitrogen of one of the Trp 

moieties. The binding sites involved in the lower energy isomers of [(Trp)2 + H]+ included 

hydrogen-bonding networks formed between the N-amine and O-carboxyl or the N-amine and 

N-amine groups, as indicated by the green dashes. The calculated lower energy isomers of 
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Table 3.3 The calculated BDE thresholds of the protonated Trp dimer producing isomer 1, 2, and 3 
at CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) at T=298 K. 

 
Production of 

isomer 1 
Production of 

isomer 2 
Production of 

isomer 3 

Calculated BDE (kJ/mol) 101.54  204.08  235.82 

Calculated BDE (eV) 1.05 2.12 2.44 

 

The calculated BDEs of the protonated Trp dimer indicate that approximately 1 eV is 

required to produce isomer 1, and that this threshold is approximately 1 eV below the next lowest 

threshold. During experimental measurements, the collision energy (CE) was set at 10 V, which is 

just above the minimum of 5 V, to ensure optimal operation and stability. When CE is applied at 

10 V, the estimated center of mass CE (CECoM) between the N2 CID partner and the [(Trp)2 + H]+ 

ion is 0.61 eV, which is lower than all three BDE thresholds of [(Trp)2 + H]+ in production of 

[Trp + H]+ at 298 K. However, [(Trp)2 + H]+ is not observed experimentally in Q3, despite the 

CECoM being lower than the calculated threshold. This could be due either to inaccuracy of the 

calculations or, more likely, heating of the ions in situ leading to lower Gibbs corrected BDEs. For 

instance, heating of the [(Trp)2 + H]+ ion could result from applying a de-clustering potential 

(100 V) between the DMS and MS interface. This results in a significant reduction in its binding 

energy (i.e., smaller than 0.61 eV). Accordingly, the temperature effects on BDE thresholds of 

[(Trp)2 + H]+ dissociation were studied and are shown in Table 3.4. The calculated BDE threshold 

drops to 0.59 eV as the temperature of ions is increased from 298 to 600 K. It suggests that the 

protonated Trp dimer ions were heated to above 600 K when transmitting from the DMS cell to 

Q1 at DP=100 V. The local heating in addition to the energy supplied in the collision cell align 

with computed BDE threshold for the dissociation of [(Trp)2 + H]+ into [Trp + H]+.   
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The parent spectra monitored in two mass fragments, [Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ (m/z=147) and 

[Tyr − H2O − CO − CH2NH + H]+ (m/z=107), varied significantly from those based on the other 

fragments. The [Tyr + H]+ spectrum as monitored via the m/z=147 product channel exhibited a 

relatively high band intensity for the feature at 4.5 eV. The observation that fragmentation 

efficiency for producing [Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ is greater at 4.5 eV than at 5.5 eV contrasts 

observations for all other observed product channels. This suggests that loss of H2O and NH3 

exhibits a relatively lower thermodynamic threshold during dissociation of [Tyr + H]+ since more 

fragment ions (i.e., [Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+) were induced by absorbing smaller photon energies. 

The m/z=107 fragmentation channel of [Tyr + H]+, corresponding to the loss of H2O, CO, and 

CH2NH, exhibited a single intense feature around 5.5 eV. It is predicted that the absorption at 4.5 

eV, where fragment ions with m/z=91, 95, 119, 123, and 147 were generated, might not induce 

fragmentation of the [Tyr − H2O − CO − CH2NH + H]+ ion. Accordingly, thermodynamic 

threshold calculations regarding to those two fragmentation processes are essential at this point − 

this will be discussed in the next section.  

 As mentioned, the presence of the fragment ions induced by CID in Q3 might contribute 

to unexpected artifacts in the UVPD spectrum of the parent ion. Hence, the UVPD spectrum for 

the m/z=165, [Tyr − NH3 + H]+, as produced from [Tyr + H]+ by CID (see Figure 3.18) was 

recorded and compared with the spectrum of the parent [Tyr + H]+ ion. This comparison is shown 

in Figure 3.21. The UVPD spectra of [Tyr + H]+ and [Tyr − NH3 + H]+ exhibit significantly 

different spectral profiles. In particular, [Tyr − NH3 + H]+ displays distinct spectral features at 

4.9 eV and 4.3 eV. However, both [Tyr + H]+ and [Tyr − NH3 + H]+ absorbed light in the energy 

region of 4.3 eV to 4.7 eV, suggesting that the 165 fragmentation channel produced via CID could 

contribute to production of the lighter mass species (i.e., m/z=147) during UVPD of [Tyr + H]+. 
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of [Tyr + H]+. The electron density transfer might weaken these bonds and subsequently induce 

losses of H2O, CO, and CH2NH, leading to the production of [C7H7O]+ (m/z=107). 

 To further investigate the dissociative mechanism(s) involved in the fragmentation of 

[Tyr + H]+, energy thresholds were computed by determining the Gibbs energy difference between 

geometry optimized parent and fragment ions at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 

Specifically, two fragmentation processes, production of [Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ (m/z 147) and 

[Tyr − H2O − CO − CH2NH + H]+ (m/z=107), were investigated. The thresholds for generating 

[Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ and [Tyr − H2O − CO − CH2NH + H]+ were calculated to be 1.01 eV and 

1.93 eV, respectively, which are much lower than the photon energies utilized in the UVPD 

experiments (3.5−6.2 eV). This suggests that production of 147 and 107 fragments was achievable 

during UVPD of [Tyr + H]+, and these two UVPD processes for [Tyr + H]+ are single-photon 

processes, which provides chances for the photo-excited molecular cations undergoing internal 

conversion and dissociating on the ground state potential energy surface. This also proves that the 

intense band observed in the UVPD spectrum of [Tyr + H]+ that was monitored in the m/z=147 

fragmentation channel (Figure 3.20f) is most likely due to a stepwise fragmentation of 

[Tyr − NH3 + H]+ during UVPD. 

3.4 Conclusions 

[Trp + H]+ and [Tyr + H]+ were investigated in the gas phase with DMS, MS, and UVPD 

spectroscopy. Two dispersion curves were monitored for [Trp + H]+ and exhibited hard-sphere 

(Type C) behaviour when electrosprayed from MeOH/H2O solvent under N2. Ion populations 

associated with the two curves were shown to be the protonated Trp monomer and dimer species. 

Only one conformation of [Tyr + H]+ was resolved in the DMS cell under a pure N2 gas 

environment. Unlike the species observed for [Trp + H]+, [Tyr + H]+ exhibited weak-clustering, 
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or Type B, behaviour. This clustering behaviour indicated that the Tyr protomer experienced 

dynamic clustering interactions with the ESI solvent. Upon collision-induced dissociation in Q3, 

Trp monomer resulted in a prominent loss of NH3, signified by a mass channel at m/z=188; 

fragment channels at m/z=165 (loss of NH3) and m/z=136 (loss of H2O and CO) were produced 

from the [Tyr + H]+ parent ion. These fragment ions produced via CID can contribute additional 

electronic transitions to the parent ion spectrum. The distinct shape of the UVPD spectrum of 

[Tyr + H]+ monitored in the m/z=147 fragmentation channel suggests that the abundance of 

[Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ at 4.5 eV was due to UVPD of [Tyr − NH3 + H]+, which reveals that 

[Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ was produced from [Tyr − NH3 + H]+ sequentially during the UVPD 

process of [Tyr + H]+. The UVPD spectra generated from both [Trp + H]+ ion populations were 

identical, indicating that the protonated state fragmented from [(Trp)2 + H]+ was the same as that 

of the [Trp + H]+ monomer observed in the DMS.  

The calculated Gibbs energies of protonated Trp and Tyr reveal that their gas-phase 

ensembles contain a single protomer. In both cases, protonation takes place on the N-amine group. 

Computed electronic orbitals indicate that both [Trp + H]+ and [Tyr + H]+ showed strong 

electronic transitions involving π*←π characters on the aromatic rings at 4.5 eV. The electronic 

transitions involving σ*←π characters were observed for [Trp + H]+ at 4.8 eV, whereas [Tyr + H]+ 

showed a major electronic transition at 5.5 eV containing σ*←π characters. The electron density 

change observed between HOTOs and LUTOs during electronic excitation rationalizes the 

observed [Tyr − H2O − CO − CH2NH + H]+ product ion. Moreover, the calculated dissociation 

thresholds for the fragmentation pathways of [Tyr + H]+ imply that UVPD of [Tyr + H]+ was a 

single-photon process whereby the photo-excited molecular cations undergo internal conversion 

and dissociate on the ground state potential energy surface. 
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Chapter 4: Investigating arginine clusters under various DMS 

conditions 

4.0 Overview 

Protonated arginine clusters [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4) were investigated by exploring the 

dynamic ion-solvent interactions between the clusters and various solvent-modified nitrogen gas 

environments in the DMS cell. Computationally, the structures of target ions were optimized at 

the DFT level of theory to visualize the intramolecular interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonding and 

ionic bonding) involved in the structures of [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4). The electrostatic potential was 

mapped onto the total electron density distributions for the species of interest to study their 

intramolecular interactions via regions of high or low partial charge distributions. Thermodynamic 

properties were determined to investigate the relative stability of each species and to predict the 

most likely protonation site and binding motif for target ions in the gas phase.  

4.1 Introduction 

Arg is one of the twenty genetically encoded amino acids involved in protein biosynthesis 

and works as the precursor for the biosynthesis of nitric oxide, and it has been shown that salt-

bridge interactions, which involve ionic and hydrogen bonding, are present in systems that contain 

protonated Arg.1,10,26,48,50,63,98,99 Studying the salt-bridge interactions present in Arg-containing 

clusters may help in understanding protein-protein interactions that involve Arg moieties.7,8,100,101 

The presence of guanidino and carboxyl groups in Arg can induce intermolecular and 

intramolecular ionic bonding established in clusters containing Arg, producing salt-

bridges.48,50,51,54 Figure 4.1b gives an example of a salt-bridge structure between a protonated 
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 Here, the structures of the protonated Arg clusters, [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4), were 

investigated using DMS-MS and complementary quantum chemical calculations. Various gas-

phase modifiers were introduced to explore ion-solvent interactions with the numerous clusters. 

Thermodynamic properties and electrostatic potential maps were calculated for the various 

protomeric forms of each cluster. The structural stability as related to the charge distribution of 

each Arg cluster is also explored. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Experimental methods 

Arginine (98% purity) was purchased from Acros Organics. Arg standards were diluted to 

a concentration of 100 ng/mL using 50:50 MeOH:H2O (MeOH/H2O) solution with 0.5% formic 

acid. The experimental setup (i.e., DMS-MS) applied in this project is shown in Figure 3.3, as 

highlighted in the dashed frame. Electrosprayed ions were directed toward the inlet of a SelexION 

DMS from a SCIEX Turbo V electrospray ion source. Nascent ions were carried through the DMS 

and towards a QTRAP 5500 mass spectrometer by dry N2. The carrier gas environment was 

modified by the addition of volatile solvents to the curtain gas line in experiments that employed 

a chemical modifier. The target ion was selected by its m/z in Q1, and the mass spectrum was 

recorded via mass axial ejection from Q3. The SV was scanned from 0−3000 V in 500 V 

increments and 3000−4000 V in 200 V increments. At each SV step, the CV was scanned from −80 to 25 V in 0.1 V increments. Mass-selected ion intensities were recorded as a function of SV 

and CV, yielding dispersion plots. A potential difference applied across the gap between the exit 

of the DMS cell and the Q-jet region, known as the de-clustering potential (DP), was ramped from 

0 to 300 in 50 V increments to monitor the change in intensities of clusters and bare ions in Q1 as 

DP varied.  
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4.2.2 Computational methods 

Molecular models of the targeted species were generated manually using Gaussview.93 The 

geometries of the target ions were then optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory using DFT, 

and atomic partial charges were calculated using the CHelpG method as implemented in Gaussian 

16.93 The optimized geometries and calculated partial charges were used to generate input files for 

a basin hopping (BH) routine, as discussed in Chapter 2. The BH routines involved 10,000 steps, 

which result in 10,000 unique geometric structures being sampled for each molecule. With regard 

to the monomer, each internal dihedral angle (α) was rotated by a random value between 

−5˚ ≤ α ≤ 5˚. For clusters with n > 1, additional parameters were introduced, in which each moiety 

was rotated around its center of mass by a random quantity β chosen from −4˚ ≤ β ≤ 4˚ and 

translated by a random step size η from ‒0.5 Å ≤ η ≤ 0.5 Å. The unique geometries obtained from 

BH calculations were first refined at the PM6 level of theory and re-optimized using DFT at the 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.44,94 Normal mode analyses were performed to obtain 

thermodynamic corrections. The electrostatic potential was mapped onto the total electronic 

density for each target molecule at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Experimental results in N2 

The DMS clustering behaviour of protonated Arg, [Arg + H]+, was studied within a pure 

N2 environment. The dispersion plots in N2 recorded by monitoring the [Arg + H]+ mass channel 

were recorded for different DP values are shown in Figure 4.2. A single Type C dispersion curve 

(corresponding on a single ionogram peak) was observed for [Arg + H]+ when DP was set to 0 V. 

When DP was increased beyond 100 V, multiple Type C dispersion curves were observed. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the appearance of multiple curves in the dispersion plots could result from 
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for [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=2−4) at the CV=14.8 V setting indicates that a small amount of [(Arg)n + H]+ 

(n > 4) species are also present in the cluster distribution (and ultimately dissociate).  

4.3.2 Experimental results in solvent-modified environments 

To study ion-solvent interactions of the [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4) species, their DMS 

behaviours were measured under different solvent-modified gas-phase environments. Table 4.2 

gives the compositions of the various environments employed. Experimental data are shown for 

H2O modifier in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, for MeOH in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, for IPA in Figures 4.10 

and 4.11, for ACN in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, and for ACE in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The ion signal 

dropped below observable levels for [Arg + H]+ under ACE modifier conditions at SV > 3000 V. 

It is noted that besides cluster peaks associated with [(Arg)n + H]+ (n > 1), the [Arg + solvent + H ]+ 

clusters also present under IPA, ACN, and ACE conditions, where strong ion-solvent interaction 

is exhibited. The mass channels that correspond to Arg-IPA ion-solvent clusters in Q1 all appeared 

at 1 mass unit higher than the m/z of [(Arg)n + IPA +H]+ (n= 1−4). This unexpected result is still 

under investigation. Accordingly, the precursor ion scan of ion-solvent clusters was only recorded 

under ACN- and ACE-modified environments, as shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.15.  

Two peaks were observed under H2O, MeOH, ACN and ACE conditions, while three peaks 

were observed under IPA-modified conditions. In the H2O modified environment (Figure 4.6), a 

major Type B sub-population and a minor Type C sub-population were observed. DP scans 

(e.g., Figure 4.7) indicated that the major sub-population in H2O, MeOH, and IPA is associated 

with the bare [Arg + H]+ cation, whereas a mixture of [Arg + ACN + H]+ and [Arg + H]+ was 

detected in the major sub-population in ACN. Figure 4.7b shows that the minor peak observed in 

the H2O-modified environment is predominantly associated with the dimer and, to a lesser extent, 

the trimer. This, too, is a trend across all modified environments except for ACE; the minor 
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features are associated with larger clusters. For all modified environments except IPA, a single 

minor feature associated with the dimer was observed. In the IPA-modified environment (Figure 

4.10b), two minor peaks were observed − one at CV= −2.0 V associated predominantly with the 

trimer and one at CV= −16.7 V associated predominantly with the dimer. The observations under 

ACE are varied from other gas-phase conditions. The major sub-population observed in ACE was 

the ion-solvent cluster, [Arg + ACE + H]+, with a small amount of [(Arg)2 + H]+, whereas the bare 

protonated Arg ion was shown in the minor sub-population. This reveals that [Arg + H]+ binds so 

strongly with acetone gas molecules that the [Arg + ACE + H]+ cluster is the dominant species in 

ACE. The abundance of [Arg + ACE + H]+ under ACE can explain the disappearance of the 

[Arg + H]+ signal when SV reached 3000 V. As more energy was supplied at higher SVs, the 

acetone molecule tended to evaporate from the ion-solvent cluster, which could result in the 

fragmentation of [Arg + ACE + H]+ in the DMS cell, thus, leading to failure in the detection of 

[Arg + H]+ signal in Q1. 

In examining the clustering behaviour of the ions, two trends are observed. Firstly, it is 

observed that the monomer species exhibits ion-solvent interactions that increase with the trend 

H2O < MeOH < IPA < ACN < ACE. This trend roughly correlates with the magnitudes of the 

solvent molecule dipole moments, except for ACN and ACE.41 Secondly, it is observed that the 

larger clusters (i.e., n > 2) exhibit weaker clustering interactions than does the monomer. This can 

be rationalized by charge shielding effects. Since the charge-carrying proton is bound between the 

Arg moieties in the larger clusters, it is shielded from the solvent molecules, thereby reducing the 

charge-dipole contribution to the ion-solvent interaction.41 
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shown in Figure 4.17a, 4.17c, and 4.17d suggest that the protonated Arg clusters were difficult to 

be separated under N2, MeOH, and H2O − this matches with the observation of a combination of 

[(Arg)n + H]+ mass channels shown in Figure 4.7b, Figure 4.9b, and Figure 4.11b. The separation 

capability of the clusters was enhanced in ACE and ACN, as indicated by the isolated peaks shown 

in Figure 4.17, revealing that the existences of the protonated Arg dimer, trimer, tetramer are 

independent rather than converted to each other in the gas phase. Non-clustering (Type C) 

behaviour was observed for protonated Arg trimer and tetramer in N2, MeOH, and H2O, suggesting 

that structures of [(Arg)3 + H]+ and [(Arg)4 + H]+ behaved like hard spheres within those gas-phase 

environments. Under the ACN and ACE modifier environments, strong ion-solvent interactions 

were observed between [(Arg)2 + H]+ and solvent molecules, resulting in strong clustering (Type A) 

behaviour. However, [(Arg)3 + H]+ and [(Arg)4 + H]+ showed weak-clustering behaviour in the 

ACN and ACE gas-phase environments (see Figure 4.16b and Figure 4.16c). It is summarized that 

as the Arg cluster size increases, the clustering behaviour trends towards a non-clustering 

behaviour, suggesting that the charge was shielded greatly, resulting in weaker ion-solvent 

interactions. The protonated Arg trimer and tetramer detected in Q1 under all six gas-phase 

environments, as shown in Figure 4.16 andFigure 4.17, indicated that the vanishing of the m/z=523 

and/or m/z=697 intensities when m/z=175 was selected in Q1 was due to the fact that [(Arg)3 + H]+ 

and/or [(Arg)4 + H]+ was more stable and tended to not fragment to [Arg + H]+ when entering Q1 

under H2O, ACN and ACE modifier conditions. It is speculated that the molecular interactions 

(i.e., ionic bonding and hydrogen bonding) exhibited by the protonated Arg cluster structure can 

potentially prevent hydrogen-bonding networks with solvent molecules, resulting in weak ion-

dipole interactions. Computational studies are essential at this point to gain better insight into the 
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 Calculations indicate that the global minimum structure of [Arg + H]+ will exhibit 

protonation on the N1-guanidino center in the gas phase. The relative Gibbs energies of P2 and P3 

protomers were 98.0 kJ/mol and 122.8 kJ/mol, respectively. Thus, it is expected that these two 

isomers will not contribute to the gas phase ensemble owing to their negligible populations 

assuming a Boltzmann population distribution under equilibrium conditions. Taking the 

experimental DMS results into consideration, in which only one conformation of protonated Arg 

was resolved in the gas phase, it is expected that the geometry of [Arg + H]+ is the N1-guanidino 

protonated structure. The lowest-energy conformeric forms of the P1 protomer (see Figure 4.21) 

were then determined by basin hopping followed by geometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p) level of theory. The [Arg + H]+ conformers with relative Gibbs energies of less than 

20.0 kJ/mol did not exhibit salt-bridge interactions; ionic bonding was not found and thus 

interactions between sites with formal positive and negative charges were not possible. The lowest 

energy structure of [Arg + H]+ that contains a salt-bridge (E = +59.7 kJ/mol) is shown in Figure 

4.22.  
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Table 4.3 The calculated bond dissociation energy of protonated clusters at the B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) level. 

Clusters BDE (kJ/mol) 

[(Arg)2 + H]+ 102.2 

[(Arg)3 + H]+ 79.5 

[(Arg)4 + H]+ 132.0 

 

The calculated BDEs for the [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=2−4) clusters lie in the range of 

80−130 kJ/mol. The protonated Arg tetramer is the most stable among three Arg clusters, as 

indicated by its highest BDE. The stabilization of the [(Arg)4 + H]+ system could result from a 

greater number of salt-bridges presented in the protonated Arg tetramer structure compared to that 

of dimer and trimer. More BDE calculations need to be performed for [Arg + ACN + H]+ and 

[Arg + ACE + H]+ clusters in production of protonated Arg − this can provide a comparison of the 

Arg moiety binding affinity between [(Arg)n-1 + H]+ and solvent molecules (i.e., ACE and ACN).  

One can also qualitative judge ion-solvent interactions by examining the electrostatic 

potential surfaces (ESPs) of the [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4) species. Figure 4.26 shows the ESPs 

mapped onto the total electron density, thereby illustrating the charge distributions of the clusters. 

The monomer exhibits the region of highest partial positive (blue) charge amongst the four cluster 

systems. Charge shielding and delocalization due to the presence of the ionic bonding results in 

successively lower partial charges as n increases for [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4). Consequently, ion-

dipole interactions between the [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4) clusters and solvent molecules decrease as 

the cluster size increases. This manifests as increasingly weak ion-solvent interactions, ultimately 

leading to hard-sphere behaviour for [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4) as n increases (see Figure 4.16). 
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population of [Arg + H]+ was monitored in the minor sub-ion population. A computational study 

of ion-solvent interactions would be valuable future work. Moreover, the protonated Arg tetramer 

tended to show a more hard-sphere (Type C) behaviour than the monomer, dimer, and trimer 

under the various gas-phase environments, suggesting charge shielding becomes more prominent 

as the size of the cluster increases. 

The most likely gas-phase ensemble of [Arg + H]+ contains a single protomeric form with 

protonation occurring at the N1-guanidino site. Ionic bonding interactions were observed in the 

global minimum structures of [(Arg)2 + H]+, [(Arg)3 + H]+, and [(Arg)4 + H]+ but not [Arg + H]+. 

The computed electrostatic potential maps illustrate that the charge is more shielded with 

increasing Arg cluster size due to an increase in ionic bonding interactions along with greater salt-

bridge interactions, preventing ions from forming ion-solvent clusters. Hence, it is concluded that 

the salt-bridge interactions may contribute to the overall structural stability of Arg clusters. 
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Chapter 5: Thesis conclusion 

The structural and chemical properties of biological molecules can be obtained through the 

investigation of gas-phase chemistry. In this thesis, the structures and interactions of amino acids 

of interest were explored by studying their gaseous clustering behaviours with the application of 

DMS-MS. Spectroscopic studies of target ions were conducted with a recently modified DMS-MS 

instrument coupled to a probe laser system. The new UVPD modification provides an orthogonal 

method of structural characterization to aid in the determination of the geometric and electronic 

structures of DMS-selected ions. Quantum chemistry calculations at the DFT level were performed 

to justify experimental findings by modelling stable gas-phase structures of the ions of interest.  

 In Chapter 3, DMS and UVPD studies were performed to investigate the geometric and 

electronic structures of two aromatic amino acids (i.e., Trp and Tyr) in the gas phase. Single 

protomeric species were identified for the DMS-resolved Trp and Tyr cations. It is predicted that 

the effective temperature of the [(Trp)2 + H]+ ion reached ~600 K before in-source CID of 

[(Trp)2 + H]+ producing [Trp + H]+. The identical UVPD spectra of two different [Trp + H]+ ion 

populations revealed that the protonated state produced from [(Trp)2 + H]+ was the same as that of 

the monomeric protonated Trp species. It is suggested that the protonation site of these species 

took place on the nitrogen atom of the amine group. The experimental UVPD spectra and 

computed vibronic spectra showed that electronic transitions involving π*←π characters on the 

aromatic rings observed at 4.5 eV were monitored for both protonated Trp and Tyr. Intense 

transitions containing σ*←π characters took place at 4.8 eV for [Trp + H]+ and 5.5 eV for 

[Tyr + H]+. Moreover, it is indicated that UVPD of [Tyr − NH3 + H]+ to produce 

[Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ is a stepwise dissociation process; as [Tyr − NH3 − H2O + H]+ was most 
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abundant at 4.5 eV where the absorption of [Tyr − NH3 + H]+ was also intense. Furthermore, 

UVPD of [Tyr + H]+ was a single-photon process whereby the photo-excited molecular cations 

underwent internal conversion and dissociated on the ground state potential energy surface. 

In Chapter 4, the salt-bridge interactions of [(Arg)n + H]+ (n=1−4) were explored by 

studying the ion-solvent interactions between ions and various gas molecules (i.e., N2, H2O, MeOH, 

IPA, ACN, and ACE) using DMS-MS. The interactions between [Arg + H]+ and solvent molecules 

increase with the trend H2O < MeOH < IPA < ACN < ACE. In DMS experiments, multiple 

populations of [Arg + H]+ were detected, of which the major one is assigned to the bare [Arg + H]+ 

ion, and others are associated with [(Arg)2 + H]+, [(Arg)3 + H]+, and/or [(Arg)4 + H]+ under all six 

environments, with the exception of ACE. In ACE, the dominant species was attributed to 

[Arg + ACE + H]+ due to strong ion-solvent interactions, and the bare [Arg + H]+ cation was 

observed in the minor population. A small amount of [Arg + ACN + H]+ also contributed to the 

major population in ACN. Meanwhile, less dynamic ion-solvent clustering interactions in the DMS 

cell were monitored for protonated Arg clusters as cluster size increased. Calculated Gibbs 

energies indicate that the most likely conformation of [Arg + H]+ in the gas phase involved a single 

formal charge site on the nitrogen of the guanidino group instead of a salt-bridge. Conversely, salt-

bridge interactions stabilized the structures of protonated Arg clusters as indicated by the 

prevalence of cluster formation in the DMS across different gas-phase environments. This is 

explained by the computed electrostatic potential maps in which the charge was more shielded in 

structures with greater salt-bridge interactions. 

The gas-phase investigations into the geometric and electronic structures of amino acids 

and their clustering behaviours were accomplished by employing a combined experimental and 

computational approach. The methods proposed in this thesis are proven useful for structural 
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identification of amino acid ions and clusters by exploring their DMS behaviours and UVPD 

fragmentation processes. These techniques can be further applied to a wider field of biological 

systems for the exploration of their isomeric structures in the future. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A − Supplementary information for Chapter 3 

Experimental parameters 

Table A.1 The experimental information of the gas source and DMS conditions used for protonated 
Trp and Tyr. 

Gas Source Conditions 

Polarity Positive 

Ion Source gas 1 20 psi 

Ion Source gas 2 0 

Curtain Gas 20 psi 

Ion Spray Voltage 5500 V 

Collision Gas High 

Temperature 34 ℃ 

DMS Conditions 

Experimental type Enhanced product ion 

Temperature 150 ℃ 

Offset −3.0 V 

 

Table A.2 The experimental information of the compound conditions for dispersion plots. 
Compound Conditions for Dispersion Plots 

[Trp + H]+ [Tyr + H]+ 

De-clustering Potential 100 V De-clustering Potential 100 V 

Collision Energy 10 V Collision Energy 10 V 

Entrance Potential 10 V Entrance Potential 10 V 
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Geometry coordinates of [Trp + H]+ 

 Isomer 1   Isomer 2   Isomer 3 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

C -1.311365 -0.138560 -0.291853  C -1.179676 -0.204991 0.345882  C 1.542932 -0.274337 0.069647 

C -2.430332 0.674851 -0.028791  C -2.196599 0.716224 0.034708  C 2.502834 0.711140 -0.094556 

C -3.674283 0.144092 0.308365  C -3.434890 0.320446 -0.467683  C 3.854398 0.480690 -0.175674 

C -3.780367 -1.228917 0.371190  C -3.643025 -1.030850 -0.639851  C 4.251350 -0.851204 -0.077445 

C -2.681388 -2.061628 0.099449  C -2.650125 -1.971570 -0.317013  C 3.314848 -1.866977 0.090240 

C -1.452509 -1.532979 -0.232152  C -1.425091 -1.574760 0.173081  C 1.952618 -1.595198 0.164418 

C -0.218323 0.748570 -0.607978  C -0.053462 0.563875 0.827611  C 0.212298 0.357965 0.105845 

C -0.712827 2.026407 -0.526047  C -0.446227 1.884016 0.806740  C 0.359671 1.676119 -0.026093 

H -4.527406 0.781642 0.505104  H -4.206665 1.042013 -0.705267  H 4.580279 1.273920 -0.306919 

H -4.732631 -1.677144 0.624809  H -4.594321 -1.377470 -1.022963  H 5.304135 -1.095452 -0.132945 

H -2.810882 -3.135671 0.140302  H -2.859796 -3.025314 -0.449435  H 3.655958 -2.891825 0.163264 

H -0.626848 -2.194548 -0.470766  H -0.684464 -2.320346 0.440569  H 1.237012 -2.397110 0.293691 

H -0.222469 2.966456 -0.732258  H 0.090372 2.764041 1.129997  H -0.361191 2.476932 -0.008098 

C 1.182018 0.361810 -0.954297  C 1.236860 0.018567 1.366198  C -1.054746 -0.412649 0.278692 

H 1.219497 -0.342366 -1.787760  H 1.829606 0.818236 1.820326  H -0.970618 -1.364307 -0.247777 

H 1.753178 1.243907 -1.257288  H 1.039190 -0.714934 2.152031  H -1.154805 -0.679476 1.337523 

C 1.889067 -0.319221 0.242754  C 2.084492 -0.699850 0.292131  C -2.319423 0.298433 -0.196714 

H 1.484712 -1.316734 0.404829  H 1.464195 -1.472756 -0.173664  H -2.190921 0.567156 -1.251785 

C 3.395170 -0.368881 0.062258  C 2.462355 0.231091 -0.845685  C -3.487542 -0.689777 -0.176135 

O 3.749652 -1.237503 -0.862861  O 1.652553 1.038941 -1.390937  O -3.377597 -1.879506 -0.078676 

O 4.132000 0.346847 0.687497  O 3.651187 0.181072 -1.268040  O -4.660345 -0.058077 -0.309269 

H 2.473905 1.093421 1.630648  H 4.088832 -0.494060 -0.650397  H -5.368997 -0.718802 -0.322157 

N 1.649009 0.490112 1.482156  N 3.338387 -1.288017 0.743454  N -2.547854 1.535821 0.537372 

H 0.790242 1.050187 1.335064  H 3.644764 -0.929617 1.642093  H -2.728577 1.349388 1.519226 

H 1.529609 -0.088012 2.315426  H 3.316997 -2.299301 0.788633  H -3.363570 2.018570 0.176888 

N -2.033705 1.987121 -0.179585  N -1.717953 1.977496 0.327695  N 1.804535 2.011017 -0.167831 

H -2.633353 2.792050 -0.094997  H -2.228858 2.838416 0.211616  H 1.985905 2.485627 -1.058247 

H 4.712942 -1.221833 -0.985586  H 0.799514 1.071444 -0.866488  H 2.106720 2.642947 0.580764 
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Geometry coordinates of [Trp + H]+ with water molecules at the hydrogen bonding sites 

 Isomer 1   Isomer 2   Isomer 3 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

C -2.059972 -0.909513 -0.176839  C -1.801583 -0.984923 -0.006314  C 1.384101 -0.398214 -0.761547 

C -3.329787 -0.300081 -0.067412  C -2.726284 0.081279 -0.023423  C 2.507882 0.411335 -0.682819 

C -4.464444 -1.016771 0.317056  C -3.847003 0.076921 -0.855448  C 3.785806 -0.066429 -0.51808 

C -4.309841 -2.362042 0.587417  C -4.033995 -1.025078 -1.665981  C 3.921714 -1.451091 -0.443177 

C -3.055898 -2.98962 0.476894  C -3.131711 -2.104994 -1.652765  C 2.809176 -2.288005 -0.517594 

C -1.934296 -2.278547 0.0987  C -2.020873 -2.094905 -0.832992  C 1.525805 -1.775216 -0.67503 

C -1.142052 0.118378 -0.596884  C -0.783277 -0.638913 0.954449  C 0.211074 0.467158 -0.905789 

C -1.881833 1.265092 -0.718913  C -1.145121 0.584716 1.465294  C 0.617227 1.735936 -0.917602 

H -5.431239 -0.534663 0.396639  H -4.544154 0.90583 -0.858577  H 4.64113 0.592617 -0.447191 

H -5.171005 -2.947256 0.88712  H -4.895102 -1.062735 -2.32239  H 4.907527 -1.880497 -0.319403 

H -2.973442 -4.048441 0.69091  H -3.316808 -2.956632 -2.296194  H 2.949001 -3.359518 -0.447727 

H -0.976754 -2.77942 0.011185  H -1.338179 -2.93651 -0.825285  H 0.6611 -2.425965 -0.717204 

H -1.565323 2.250145 -1.028237  H -0.651965 1.174206 2.223764  H 0.051913 2.651402 -0.987796 

C 0.325113 -0.028302 -0.847993  C 0.395 -1.472334 1.35785  C -1.206795 0.005683 -0.973382 

H 0.534535 -0.913577 -1.450438  H 0.903752 -1.01853 2.209425  H -1.750494 0.618751 -1.690564 

H 0.699391 0.83308 -1.406974  H 0.057449 -2.461523 1.672639  H -1.249908 -1.032057 -1.30843 

C 1.13369 -0.172744 0.45576  C 1.434321 -1.727853 0.247106  C -1.898437 0.126219 0.39898 

H 0.794153 -1.049727 1.00657  H 0.906983 -2.131711 -0.625156  H -1.81099 1.162968 0.727049 

C 2.621013 -0.317197 0.193085  C 2.086613 -0.458236 -0.290077  C -3.384792 -0.096055 0.168533 

O 2.899275 -1.428781 -0.422367  O 1.356157 0.631389 -0.428004  O -4.116783 0.762921 -0.265631 

O 3.419409 0.539646 0.526365  O 3.253032 -0.447025 -0.661185  O -3.803983 -1.330091 0.448725 

H 1.383925 1.87485 0.948099  H 3.864796 0.695932 -1.213475  H -4.753867 -1.39516 0.260158 

N 0.907929 1.015774 1.322955  N 2.402427 -2.706918 0.691379  N -1.267481 -0.734785 1.388714 

H -0.098849 1.201886 1.373825  H 3.036681 -2.950888 -0.060347  H -1.246113 -1.700462 1.062586 

H 1.249429 0.866991 2.273149  H 2.961539 -2.299201 1.435861  H -1.791885 -0.721296 2.258136 

N -3.190786 1.023878 -0.403635  N -2.301524 1.022016 0.882574  N 2.068583 1.804201 -0.711444 

H -3.936479 1.718203 -0.42226  H -2.767286 1.906896 1.084751  H 2.550341 2.372559 -1.41172 

H 3.891317 -1.540778 -0.627603  H 0.458983 0.507637 -0.03006  H 2.235903 2.222877 0.26731 

O 6.194736 0.54861 0.123886  O -3.687194 3.475397 1.392792  O 2.126451 2.439613 1.831957 

H 6.75064 0.649886 0.90293  H -4.239242 3.586232 2.174004  H 2.90128 2.687153 2.346373 

H 5.276703 0.69929 0.411509  H -3.317834 4.345044 1.20725  H 1.798875 1.571352 2.180983 

O 5.381534 -1.733984 -1.009903  O 4.29608 1.585188 -1.597936  O -1.62531 -3.255048 -0.211683 

H 5.899237 -0.998705 -0.608569  H 4.722758 1.42738 -2.45232  H -1.476604 -4.200864 -0.112211 

H 5.802584 -2.560719 -0.752321  H 3.536515 2.289477 -1.68551  H -2.579044 -3.127437 -0.137815 

O -5.298295 2.986481 -0.459655  O 2.295965 3.065614 -1.684787  O 1.182014 0.030067 2.476871 

H -5.585195 3.558225 0.259684  H 1.648482 2.527576 -1.204164  H 0.331655 -0.236361 2.035685 

H -5.822584 3.240454 -1.225994  H 2.301779 3.942078 -1.282277  H 1.805035 -0.682416 2.300562 

O 2.254163 3.247725 0.447991  O 3.24538 -0.216373 2.290427  O -2.43928 2.990298 -0.998239 

H 3.101802 2.942029 0.10383  H 3.248359 0.03983 3.218428  H -2.824305 3.864134 -1.112771 

H 1.940404 3.931172 -0.154048  H 4.084287 0.096346 1.935314  H -3.179704 2.402295 -0.777865 
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UVPD spectra of [Tyr − NH3 + H]+ 

 
Figure A.7 The experimental UVPD spectrum (orange) and the calculated vibronic spectrum (blue) of 
[Tyr − NH3 + H]+ (m/z=165). 
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Table A.4 Thermodynamic parameters of the protonated Trp dimer at various temperatures. 

Temperature 

(K) 

Sum of electronic and 

zero-point Energies 

(Hartree) 

Zero-point 

correction 

(Hartree) 

Thermal 

correction to 

Gibbs Free Energy 

(Hartree) 

Sum of electronic 

and thermal Free 

Energies 

(Hartree) 

298 -1372.462296 0.458955 0.396896 -1372.524355 

400 -1372.462296 0.458955 0.363075 -1372.558176 

500 -1372.462296 0.458955 0.324263 -1372.596988 

550 -1372.462296 0.458955 0.302849 -1372.618402 

600 -1372.462296 0.458955 0.280143 -1372.641108 

625 -1372.462296 0.458955 0.268317 -1372.652934 

650 -1372.462296 0.458955 0.256184 -1372.665067 

 

Table A.5 Thermodynamic parameters of protonated Trp at various temperatures. 

Temperature 

(K) 

Sum of electronic and 

zero-point Energies 

(Hartree) 

Zero-point 

correction 

(Hartree) 

Thermal 

correction to 

Gibbs Free Energy 

(Hartree) 

Sum of electronic 

and thermal Free 

Energies 

(Hartree) 

298 -686.381067 0.235673 0.195731 -686.421009 

400 -686.381067 0.235673 0.175958 -686.440782 

500 -686.381067 0.235673 0.153793 -686.462947 

550 -686.381067 0.235673 0.141721 -686.475019 

600 -686.381067 0.235673 0.12901 -686.48773 

625 -686.381067 0.235673 0.122421 -686.494319 

650 -686.381067 0.235673 0.115679 -686.501061 

 

Table A.6 Thermodynamic parameters of neutral Trp at various temperatures. 

Temperature 

(K) 

Sum of electronic and 

zero-point Energies 

(Hartree) 

Zero-point 

correction 

(Hartree) 

Thermal 

correction to 

Gibbs Free Energy 

(Hartree) 

Sum of electronic 

and thermal Free 

Energies 

(Hartree) 

298 -686.024449 0.221309 0.181085 -686.064673 

400 -686.024449 0.221309 0.161161 -686.084597 

500 -686.024449 0.221309 0.138855 -686.106903 

550 -686.024449 0.221309 0.126719 -686.119039 

600 -686.024449 0.221309 0.113953 -686.131805 

625 -686.024449 0.221309 0.107339 -686.138419 

650 -686.024449 0.221309 0.100574 -686.145184 
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Geometry coordinates of [Tyr + H]+ 

 Isomer 1   Isomer 2   Isomer 3 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

N -1.367677 -1.082891 1.096389  N 3.463092 -1.030066 0.056019  N 2.121658 1.638073 -0.598743 

H -1.984809 -1.835905 0.751947  H 3.814043 -1.727686 -0.588965  H 2.672901 1.447741 -1.426763 

C -1.777685 0.192127 0.413933  C 2.089094 -0.624473 -0.21533  C 2.252336 0.571788 0.384803 

H -1.636529 1.012639 1.116128  H 1.794342 -0.975113 -1.20979  H 3.194387 0.635371 0.950984 

C -0.913182 0.406078 -0.845811  C 1.032811 -1.098166 0.804727  C 1.112686 0.621482 1.416965 

C -3.249048 0.018739 0.07429  C 2.143585 0.892275 -0.333233  C 2.321593 -0.795274 -0.27254 

H -1.205941 -0.319036 -1.610227  H 1.09367 -2.18849 0.832423  H 1.315853 -0.113171 2.195626 

H -1.159358 1.394909 -1.235605  H 1.308592 -0.739734 1.800476  H 1.13948 1.607155 1.887193 

C 0.556759 0.274496 -0.537321  C -0.374434 -0.656404 0.464909  C -0.254532 0.380313 0.833158 

O -3.786398 -1.055328 0.127938  O 3.284135 1.427016 -0.323736  O 1.852032 -1.798387 0.192239 

O -3.800774 1.152515 -0.305427  O 1.125236 1.641539 -0.453606  O 3.017504 -0.771421 -1.416016 

C 1.267928 -0.858705 -0.926142  C -1.027524 -1.151985 -0.673344  C -0.878165 -0.857483 0.999107 

C 1.236215 1.272577 0.170006  C -1.081252 0.210518 1.299889  C -0.905715 1.380989 0.110821 

H 0.781609 -1.630317 -1.515436  H -0.523843 -1.857779 -1.326239  H -0.364672 -1.645904 1.532106 

C 2.615472 -1.003498 -0.617831  C -2.321483 -0.783248 -0.973929  C -2.134932 -1.105918 0.465443 

C 2.573343 1.141255 0.481122  C -2.384378 0.589594 1.007515  C -2.162703 1.167137 -0.439988 

H 0.718026 2.180891 0.460614  H -0.617352 0.589535 2.204484  H -0.419272 2.334199 -0.03816 

H 3.154442 -1.885499 -0.945333  H -2.82881 -1.170925 -1.847807  H -2.620904 -2.065766 0.591994 

C 3.271965 -0.002687 0.088734  C -3.010376 0.092667 -0.131176  C -2.71095 -0.071329 -0.229867 

H 3.106556 1.918252 1.013595  H -2.91401 1.260441 1.674419  H -2.681409 1.931476 -1.00302 

O 4.574725 -0.063676 0.423975  O -4.268426 0.407964 -0.482389  H 3.081971 -1.674545 -1.759743 

H 4.996215 -0.85549 0.074566  H -4.685367 0.991026 0.160652  H 2.441768 2.518892 -0.213549 

H -0.378416 -1.281232 0.880204  H 3.597986 -1.366719 1.003863  H -4.102807 -0.94004 -1.546435 

H -4.728735 1.008621 -0.553902  H 0.288356 1.128349 -0.330284  H -4.787787 -0.406381 -0.185835 

H -1.480349 -1.037975 2.110956  H 3.906947 0.630732 -0.187689  O -4.06439 -0.285913 -0.826299 
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Geometry coordinates of [Tyr + H]+ with water molecules at the hydrogen bonding sites 

 Isomer 1   Isomer 2   Isomer 3 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

N -3.112753 -2.114626 -0.658096  N 0.956472 1.175691 -0.429409  N -0.810017 2.135511 1.223594 

H -3.25101 -1.822472 -1.619524  H 1.208637 1.176443 -1.420409  H -1.460508 2.262446 1.989053 

C -1.870441 -1.596492 -0.131746  C 1.165853 -0.169343 0.168125  C -1.508163 1.76345 0.004831 

H -1.714092 -1.980273 0.877296  H 1.060942 -0.060348 1.247775  H -2.291205 2.486234 -0.275604 

C -0.68854 -2.039199 -1.022985  C 0.140165 -1.184875 -0.355443  C -0.540457 1.695748 -1.189303 

C -1.832538 -0.0927 -0.008956  C 2.588292 -0.597272 -0.135701  C -2.27554 0.461551 0.156353 

H -0.728376 -3.129472 -1.044819  H 0.273494 -1.310397 -1.432538  H -1.116658 1.434994 -2.076691 

H -0.877657 -1.688277 -2.041041  H 0.374307 -2.141881 0.111696  H -0.141678 2.700271 -1.339418 

C 0.658034 -1.559365 -0.548833  C -1.276462 -0.770741 -0.045185  C 0.598689 0.726081 -1.004968 

O -1.248581 0.407221 0.989329  O 3.290441 0.007919 -0.92048  O -2.701927 -0.143684 -0.814244 

O -2.339777 0.572879 -0.973267  O 2.935303 -1.66922 0.520849  O -2.47859 0.090167 1.397809 

C 1.290105 -2.166563 0.536084  C -1.772447 -0.864123 1.254191  C 0.472276 -0.60834 -1.383647 

C 1.288996 -0.474396 -1.148531  C -2.111518 -0.262395 -1.037412  C 1.801024 1.148446 -0.439472 

H 0.822767 -3.017836 1.019995  H -1.146367 -1.264974 2.043819  H -0.453966 -0.952666 -1.826168 

C 2.506455 -1.705614 1.00993  C -3.062569 -0.462128 1.558919  C 1.510753 -1.511463 -1.192534 

C 2.509308 0.001761 -0.686277  C -3.405396 0.146314 -0.747586  C 2.85441 0.265759 -0.253568 

H 0.822701 0.014363 -1.997704  H -1.751687 -0.18885 -2.057731  H 1.911117 2.185883 -0.147719 

H 2.994759 -2.18313 1.850714  H -3.437643 -0.545739 2.572494  H 1.401905 -2.550667 -1.479869 

C 3.123129 -0.614201 0.401026  C -3.8762 0.045537 0.552855  C 2.683498 -1.051474 -0.630694 

H 2.990986 0.846434 -1.163869  H -4.054051 0.537876 -1.520909  H 3.794367 0.593243 0.172156 

O 4.313339 -0.197837 0.899782  O -5.158059 0.46023 0.793276  H -3.032479 -0.745484 1.461999 

H 4.655252 0.567986 0.394489  H -5.394737 0.34372 1.720488  H -0.30635 3.006261 1.076594 

H -3.890972 -1.764174 -0.108641  H -0.023849 1.454517 -0.348367  H 4.202046 -2.045833 0.769666 

H -2.327715 1.577597 -0.925793  H 3.876019 -1.936782 0.287641  H 3.67941 -2.756954 -0.901117 

H -1.155221 1.449601 1.071334  H 1.562319 1.901208 0.047953  O 3.767493 -1.925847 -0.41376 

O 5.237424 1.942617 -0.52652  O -7.086375 0.259232 -1.284025  O -3.977945 -2.557697 -0.991585 

H 6.020977 1.829262 -1.075678  H -7.308615 -0.670808 -1.384222  H -4.761168 -2.546253 -1.550057 

H 5.356806 2.781194 -0.067375  H -6.462253 0.295179 -0.54219  H -3.557493 -1.677828 -1.076685 

O -0.93607 2.856372 1.240438  O 2.630771 2.949799 0.722334  O -3.87396 -2.118526 1.651383 

H -1.446775 3.352947 0.576176  H 2.623832 3.132953 1.667022  H -4.087389 -2.443044 0.74773 

H -1.12569 3.230849 2.108584  H 3.560672 2.756065 0.466828  H -4.702756 -2.068566 2.138282 

O -2.412678 3.185142 -1.017471  O 5.398438 -2.284876 -0.07053  O 1.049911 4.444039 0.365442 

H -1.989472 3.566137 -1.798578  H 5.708968 -1.923071 -0.908646  H 0.747238 5.147481 -0.218459 

H -3.311792 3.539005 -0.993671  H 5.704575 -3.198339 -0.037675  H 1.619647 4.878938 1.008637 

O -4.205866 -0.137191 1.349086  O 4.998782 2.135854 -0.305544  O 4.582051 -2.074101 1.838445 

H -4.201906 -0.250902 2.305227  H 4.698275 1.264374 -0.607468  H 4.164746 -2.757771 2.385025 

H -5.023664 0.330534 1.150262  H 5.81914 1.991671 0.176688  H 5.546092 -2.152619 1.907596 
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Appendix B − Supplementary information for Chapter 4 

Experimental conditions 

Table B.1 The experimental information of the gas source and DMS conditions used for protonated Arg 
monomer, dimer, trimer, and tetramer. 

Gas Source Conditions 

Polarity Positive 

Ion Source gas 1 20 psi 

Ion Source gas 2 0 

Curtain Gas 20 psi 

Ion Spray Voltage 5500 V 

Collision Gas High 

Temperature 34 ℃ 

DMS Conditions 

Experimental type Enhanced product ion 

Temperature 150 ℃ 

Offset −3.0 V 

Collision energy 10 V 

Entrance potential 10 V 
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 Isomer P1   Isomer P2   Isomer P3 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å)   X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

N 0.715817 -1.270084 -0.710523  N 2.832306 -0.665585 -0.677844  N -0.60646 -0.214089 1.714119 

H 1.085967 -1.67203 -1.575011  H 3.128516 0.119186 -1.257395  H -0.753229 -1.130334 2.132386 

C 1.376053 0.051725 -0.409705  C 2.073966 -0.267139 0.580399  C -1.787261 0.203462 0.924589 

H 1.474439 0.596576 -1.3505  H 2.656792 -0.585945 1.443651  H -2.683446 0.277685 1.546936 

C 0.583098 0.888002 0.627535  C 1.816384 1.242132 0.666498  C -1.548381 1.590744 0.274145 

C 2.77258 -0.3019 0.11156  C 0.751654 -1.085786 0.508956  C -2.051852 -0.846899 -0.149859 

H 0.007381 0.212385 1.269329  H 1.368847 1.409836 1.648692  H -2.516393 1.950577 -0.08192 

H 1.312554 1.36723 1.282916  H 2.78465 1.753896 0.684328  H -1.246106 2.278197 1.072157 

C -0.31 1.998164 0.046289  C 0.934046 1.908284 -0.416769  C -0.552171 1.682894 -0.90061 

O 3.062673 -1.411119 0.481818  O -0.001909 -1.014108 1.469067  O -1.200465 -1.568693 -0.623334 

O 3.571887 0.760211 0.1157  O 0.581904 -1.669464 -0.621298  O -3.326568 -0.842345 -0.536677 

H -0.611309 2.64059 0.879685  H 1.189302 2.970693 -0.413548  H -0.873617 1.038347 -1.726791 

H 0.287183 2.634206 -0.617071  H 1.193994 1.563104 -1.426675  H -0.620183 2.701704 -1.292675 

C -1.578761 1.564576 -0.707737  C -0.597825 1.841546 -0.23959  C 0.934611 1.455743 -0.614712 

H -2.078692 2.460072 -1.084822  H -0.844245 1.88861 0.824054  H 1.537715 1.709651 -1.485478 

H -1.331061 0.974035 -1.592389  H -1.040795 2.710877 -0.733525  H 1.297713 2.050412 0.221693 

N -2.538963 0.821172 0.1081  N -1.18888 0.619442 -0.802237  C 2.651054 -0.315104 -0.02151 

H -2.962237 1.340924 0.864312  H -0.631379 0.110039 -1.474496  H -0.463895 0.437127 2.483118 

C -2.599949 -0.547069 0.256902  C -2.170772 -0.102738 -0.250292  H -3.45123 -1.494619 -1.246099 

H 0.979545 -1.930102 0.033232  N -2.260005 -1.398616 -0.562755  N 3.397634 0.643072 0.31059 

H 4.438984 0.516483 0.481725  N -3.068021 0.478408 0.556606  H 4.359307 0.373101 0.503854 

N -3.05341 -1.235245 1.225129  H -3.037918 -1.940266 -0.219105  N 2.890377 -1.643798 -0.214404 

H -3.343242 -0.674878 2.02386  H -1.371011 -1.88622 -0.709356  H 2.143291 -2.31585 -0.304526 

N -2.068203 -1.279856 -0.862612  H -3.146521 1.479985 0.621201  H 3.799116 -2.015144 0.016572 

H -2.359111 -2.246754 -0.726544  H -3.643036 -0.07617 1.170468  N 1.225191 0.014934 -0.273521 

H -0.362033 -1.230492 -0.793887  H 3.643456 -1.251542 -0.483357  H 0.626469 -0.204003 0.610271 

H -2.45966 -0.953882 -1.744704  H 2.056867 -1.250843 -1.148684  H 0.837558 -0.594431 -0.999156 
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Geometry coordinates of [Arg + H]+ 

 Isomer 10 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

N 2.880473 -0.547658 -0.730155 

H 3.177243 0.271148 -1.260975 

C 2.120341 -0.232064 0.55202 

H 2.736558 -0.541332 1.395224 

C 1.785917 1.261664 0.693292 

C 0.844287 -1.122663 0.472617 

H 1.339951 1.370014 1.685018 

H 2.729412 1.817363 0.730004 

C 0.871585 1.941932 -0.357452 

O 0.144891 -1.193288 1.470985 

O 0.641725 -1.604517 -0.701863 

H 1.090702 3.011421 -0.305957 

H 1.137552 1.654042 -1.383341 

C -0.656842 1.824236 -0.187823 

H -0.918231 1.895091 0.871991 

H -1.119987 2.666682 -0.710385 

N -1.191708 0.566574 -0.729521 

H -0.550099 -0.007768 -1.266419 

C -2.225238 -0.121955 -0.234712 

N -2.294361 -1.431064 -0.4883 

N -3.184239 0.498465 0.467045 

H -3.090884 -1.968302 -0.18387 

H -1.408665 -1.921384 -0.626733 

H -3.268008 1.501721 0.466646 

H -3.873076 -0.026997 0.98103 

H 3.694287 -1.140423 -0.566975 

H 2.118868 -1.109967 -1.239377 
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Geometry coordinates of [(Arg)2 + H]+ 

 Isomer 1 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

N 3.922293 1.745589 1.079142 

H 4.710375 1.815288 1.714864 

C 3.198523 0.48359 1.271662 

H 2.862427 0.44344 2.310127 

C 4.038619 -0.774251 0.959742 

C 1.936852 0.588417 0.403595 

H 4.406512 -0.686921 -0.069703 

H 4.927331 -0.730825 1.595362 

C 3.313316 -2.127833 1.171295 

O 0.811817 0.581859 0.949447 

O 2.11201 0.707285 -0.860468 

H 3.893643 -2.765473 1.843768 

H 2.344299 -1.968081 1.656748 

C 3.091461 -2.914519 -0.127486 

H 4.042824 -3.097277 -0.632232 

H 2.661115 -3.89413 0.084789 

N 2.231744 -2.190485 -1.074066 

H 2.584214 -1.279732 -1.360734 

C 0.8979 -2.282047 -1.139016 

N 0.208547 -1.261466 -1.659032 

N 0.245561 -3.379017 -0.725185 

H 0.647587 -0.340066 -1.581788 

H -0.800092 -1.332454 -1.655827 

H 0.731493 -4.246406 -0.576189 

H -0.765933 -3.383476 -0.763719 

H 4.277593 1.799588 0.12904 

H 1.406882 2.227109 -1.384767 

N -4.207879 -0.781299 1.890651 

H -5.100649 -0.558778 1.462787 

C -3.151864 -0.893195 0.902684 

H -2.240363 -1.238101 1.401366 

C -2.841583 0.482732 0.271607 

C -3.387864 -1.882188 -0.24163 

H -2.041898 0.356382 -0.462071 

H -3.726795 0.835135 -0.272706 

C -2.426448 1.520119 1.319743 

O -2.500066 -2.347536 -0.93763 

O -4.674603 -2.170539 -0.445462 

H -3.262668 1.725652 1.988894 

H -1.617127 1.11814 1.93685 

C -1.963002 2.833799 0.687471 

H -2.728462 3.207062 -0.002809 

H -1.813844 3.585126 1.471856 

N -0.710731 2.617383 -0.043628 

H -0.137811 1.801022 0.262601 

C -0.173159 3.464354 -0.908931 

N 0.937593 3.129311 -1.577614 

N -0.767044 4.650981 -1.165834 

H 1.478667 3.847139 -2.032018 

H -0.397874 5.269432 -1.868742 
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H -1.479202 5.016808 -0.557149 

H -4.325351 -1.63475 2.424361 

H -4.747239 -2.770257 -1.205506 

 

Geometry coordinates of [(Arg)3 + H]+ 

 Isomer 1 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

N 8.241839 -0.203986 -1.164953 

H 8.88154 0.539867 -1.42373 

C 7.7825 -0.049093 0.221861 

H 8.612417 -0.013832 0.947226 

C 6.850226 -1.199638 0.61964 

C 7.096399 1.309114 0.335711 

H 7.441893 -2.119273 0.5935 

H 6.570322 -1.056853 1.668223 

C 5.588667 -1.341821 -0.262012 

O 5.950424 1.508646 0.675633 

O 7.939017 2.305034 0.018269 

H 5.579057 -0.561004 -1.0244 

H 5.600747 -2.287609 -0.809154 

C 4.299776 -1.260728 0.568098 

H 4.181703 -2.153759 1.18532 

H 4.348666 -0.406835 1.248107 

N 3.095373 -1.152169 -0.252209 

H 2.557237 -1.993891 -0.421991 

C 2.631635 -0.007293 -0.76901 

N 3.251308 1.156727 -0.587509 

N 1.496246 -0.038381 -1.49547 

H 4.144428 1.216825 -0.113509 

H 2.705389 2.024853 -0.780589 

H 0.79663 -0.773027 -1.32878 

H 1.151534 0.860145 -1.807064 

H 8.735754 -1.084107 -1.272266 

H 7.466753 3.149286 0.090318 

N -0.666072 -2.091185 -1.009052 

H -0.307191 -2.844768 -1.59076 

C -0.953025 -2.60742 0.33599 

H -1.728603 -3.386157 0.316677 

C -1.463878 -1.499623 1.283873 

C 0.287819 -3.293118 0.881784 

H -2.440503 -1.187834 0.904424 

H -1.640882 -1.958926 2.257516 

C -0.531469 -0.277285 1.419443 

O 1.348156 -3.394897 0.302939 

O 0.072298 -3.820781 2.097157 

H -0.502808 0.058227 2.459898 

H 0.494939 -0.560269 1.158569 

C -0.981626 0.886557 0.535295 

H -1.164929 0.524262 -0.482773 

H -1.930093 1.277849 0.908035 

N 0.021041 1.957221 0.519572 
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H 0.942106 1.678383 0.825013 

C 0.097408 2.856809 -0.52888 

N 1.281631 3.141715 -1.004895 

N -1.087159 3.323066 -0.997928 

H 1.257519 3.917323 -1.660829 

H -1.985506 3.217938 -0.504764 

H -1.069738 3.962364 -1.775146 

H -1.554036 -1.810845 -1.418555 

H 0.87926 -4.276452 2.382626 

N -4.517006 0.274914 -1.795117 

H -3.774827 -0.084842 -2.387046 

C -5.573888 -0.723776 -1.620964 

H -6.107075 -0.937572 -2.560528 

C -6.644624 -0.259832 -0.599809 

C -4.948625 -2.05104 -1.230711 

H -6.880703 0.784083 -0.828905 

H -7.552106 -0.836698 -0.790521 

C -6.295458 -0.396711 0.889107 

O -3.762573 -2.260817 -1.09777 

O -5.881191 -3.003965 -1.06607 

H -7.203666 -0.189421 1.466206 

H -6.039049 -1.4375 1.116745 

C -5.167403 0.498241 1.413599 

H -4.934053 0.20515 2.445261 

H -4.266397 0.342676 0.824393 

N -5.498613 1.918661 1.370533 

H -6.239594 2.225794 1.98321 

C -4.65852 2.898542 0.879144 

N -3.74639 2.730298 -0.017076 

N -4.913233 4.160486 1.386607 

H -3.817805 1.806209 -0.441295 

H -5.115007 4.240218 2.372696 

H -4.294003 4.87433 1.032471 

H -4.899528 1.095047 -2.256172 

H -5.43707 -3.837988 -0.84939 

 

Geometry coordinates of [(Arg)4 + H]+ 

 Isomer 1 

 X (Å) Y(Å) Z(Å) 

N 0.386391 -1.629509 1.91179 

H 0.770684 -1.719926 0.952843 

C 1.246251 -0.55959 2.531447 

H 1.482991 -0.8389 3.557725 

C 0.545714 0.798642 2.463543 

C 2.539617 -0.509204 1.673756 

H 1.274388 1.55295 2.775096 

H 0.316108 0.997027 1.412682 

C -0.723201 0.909988 3.317314 

O 3.588243 -0.130504 2.225649 

O 2.37753 -0.863682 0.472261 

H -1.369027 0.043374 3.162204 
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H -0.459193 0.92859 4.379903 

C -1.523439 2.178511 2.995349 

H -2.418583 2.237437 3.617233 

H -0.921915 3.065231 3.214758 

N -1.920316 2.281248 1.590836 

H -1.251241 2.656191 0.91062 

C -3.104629 1.943273 1.082088 

N -4.01916 1.274416 1.830082 

N -3.419395 2.300287 -0.162409 

H -3.644774 0.489658 2.350753 

H -4.88031 1.062592 1.327848 

H -2.746462 2.818877 -0.711411 

H -4.324916 1.993928 -0.542882 

H 0.490563 -2.533931 2.368126 

H 2.969956 1.797884 -1.308894 

N -4.222108 -4.284143 1.180722 

H -3.592504 -4.852691 0.62022 

C -3.997366 -2.873194 0.877465 

H -4.535182 -2.271907 1.616338 

C -4.572766 -2.5585 -0.518483 

C -2.522846 -2.442393 0.9213 

H -4.186556 -3.298707 -1.227835 

H -5.65275 -2.718029 -0.450603 

C -4.25352 -1.143082 -1.011976 

O -1.662778 -3.186546 0.398096 

O -2.246115 -1.307571 1.455442 

H -4.277481 -0.448279 -0.174105 

H -3.235633 -1.101631 -1.410923 

C -5.200804 -0.623695 -2.096174 

H -4.85061 0.342975 -2.465357 

H -5.22081 -1.306762 -2.949486 

N -6.583208 -0.45656 -1.654841 

H -7.194549 -1.253988 -1.729173 

C -7.003447 0.569412 -0.864061 

N -6.16638 1.44947 -0.389318 

N -8.360841 0.556 -0.601233 

H -6.667123 2.229788 0.02924 

H -8.979193 0.200237 -1.315728 

H -8.735232 1.336266 -0.084644 

H -4.011598 -4.484121 2.153403 

H -0.656569 -1.425481 1.822055 

N 5.050905 -4.561803 -1.411445 

H 5.282734 -3.788412 -2.027683 

C 4.263626 -4.089994 -0.279068 

H 4.341345 -4.820411 0.529168 

C 2.760293 -3.977626 -0.653917 

C 4.731937 -2.747823 0.279402 

H 2.398105 -4.997344 -0.81558 

H 2.214448 -3.558444 0.195584 

C 2.49665 -3.144852 -1.911216 

O 5.230027 -1.875623 -0.410656 

O 4.503924 -2.627115 1.584089 

H 2.894132 -2.136751 -1.769005 

H 3.034271 -3.595476 -2.750629 
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C 1.011965 -3.078731 -2.308538 

H 0.915683 -2.768317 -3.354531 

H 0.564837 -4.072727 -2.245162 

N 0.181806 -2.200725 -1.477751 

H -0.491616 -2.628479 -0.829368 

C 0.147599 -0.869089 -1.603066 

N 0.920031 -0.227493 -2.490561 

N -0.69818 -0.143026 -0.861328 

H 1.669438 -0.72184 -2.94284 

H 1.005847 0.797822 -2.415172 

H -1.290863 -0.574682 -0.159844 

H 5.929433 -4.959244 -1.097463 

H 4.53897 -1.678061 1.855575 

N 1.625938 5.206877 -2.170403 

H 1.412485 4.769111 -3.059638 

C 0.782972 4.669748 -1.096352 

H -0.201972 5.153013 -1.050357 

C 1.466599 4.885244 0.278536 

C 0.507967 3.172918 -1.302485 

H 1.795549 5.929335 0.322307 

H 0.712122 4.76632 1.063203 

C 2.643966 3.948784 0.599606 

O -0.506638 2.693249 -0.708709 

O 1.301825 2.501179 -2.003978 

H 3.027207 4.187502 1.597306 

H 2.280736 2.917858 0.655446 

C 3.805015 4.015535 -0.405027 

H 3.445758 3.880561 -1.423082 

H 4.272712 5.000499 -0.382607 

N 4.861794 3.035812 -0.106199 

H 5.758953 3.377437 0.200417 

C 4.745434 1.711648 -0.291433 

N 3.692682 1.193456 -0.923512 

N 5.730101 0.899076 0.123003 

H 3.383096 0.259884 -0.633791 

H 6.285808 1.183051 0.914249 

H 5.608373 -0.108635 -0.00813 

H 1.493574 6.207523 -2.265718 

H -0.643739 0.883893 -0.880313 
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